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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, the researcher gave the conclusion and explanation 

for the research. This chapter is also contains a suggestion for the future 

research. 

5.1 Conclusion 

The use of speech acts is very useful in understanding every 

utterances, including the language of love, which is a type of words of 

affirmation. Speech act, in an effort to express oneself, a person takes 

action through speech to produce meaning (Noftriana, Ratnadewi, and 

Wijaya 2014). Speech acts are divided into three types, namely 

locutionary, perlocutionary, and illocutionary acts. In "Redeeming Love" 

movie, the researchers found several utterances classified as illocutionary 

acts based on the function and the meaning. The utterances in this movie 

have different meanings which can be categorized based on the types of 

illocutionary act, i,e representative/assertive, directive, commissive, 

declarative, and expressive used the women or men main characters in 

express love language of words of affirmation. 

With the title "Redeeming Love", this movie tells the sincere 

struggle of a man who works as a farmer who loves sex workers. 

Therefore, in expressing the language of love, the male actor mostly 

expresses the language of love, words of affirmation to the opposite sex. 

Meanwhile, the female character expresses her love language at certain 

times. 

It can be concluded that in speaking, gender is very influential. Men 

more often express uncertainty and use reinforcement sentences, whereas 

in speaking women are active and consistent speakers. Gender inequality 

refers to the obvious or hidden disparity between individuals due to 

gender, men are often portrayed as active, aggressive and sexually 

aggressive persons while women are portrayed as passive, pretty and 

incompetent beings (Yunianti 2016). These two things are different 
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because men tend to use their minds when speaking, while women use 

their hearts more. When using reinforcement sentences when speaking, 

men feel that these reinforcement sentences can be proof of seriousness, 

even though evidence of seriousness is not only in reinforcement 

sentences but also actions. The same thing also happens when expressing 

the language of love, the type of words of affirmation. Some tips by 

Chapman for using the language of love the type of words of affirmation, 

are very important to use when expressing show seriousness the language 

of love, because some people, especially people who have this type of 

love language, are often seen as mere seduction by the opposite sex. 

In this movie, love language words of affirmation are also proven 

by effort and action. The actions and efforts that Michael made towards 

Angel were very clear, from the moment they first met until they were 

married. From initially just asking for a name, it continued with the next 

meeting with an attempt to ask Angel to leave where he worked and give 

Angel the best life with him (Michael), an invitation to get married, and 

promising a colorful life, and so on. 

Thus, it can be concluded that the use of love language types words 

of affirmation can be trusted and is not just mere seduction if the speaker 

expresses effort and action to prove the words of affirmation spoken. 

Apart from not being considered mere seduction, the effort and actions 

taken are not done once or twice, you need to do it several times because 

love requires effort, and one of those efforts occurs when using the love 

language type words of affirmation. 

Therefore, the researcher hopes that this research can be useful for 

people who have a love language a type of words of affirmation in 

expressing their love language so that they look serious and not be seen 

as seduction. In addition, in language learning, linguistics helps 

understand how people communicate and determine meaning (semantic), 

how to do things with words (pragmatic), or how language relates to 

social factors (sociolinguistic), psychological aspects 

(psycholinguistic), or discourse analysis. By studying the language, 

we’ll develop critical awareness and acquire communication and 

analytical skills. 
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5.2 Suggestion 

After conducting this research, the researcher would like to give 

suggestion for further researchers, as follow: 

1. The next researchers not only used one movie as the object used as 

data. It's better if the next researcher conducts an analysis of two films 

for the accuracy of the love language types of affirmations. 

2. If further research examines speech act types perlocutionary act, the 

effects of love language such as behavior, feelings, beliefs that can be 

created from the words of affirmation spoken by the partner. 
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